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1. INTRODUCTION

(Skamarock et al. 2008), including evaluation of
differences in both simulated reflectivity and
simulated satellite imagery fields, 2) evaluation of
diagnostic algorithms for convection initiation, 3)
subjective assessments of forecast guidance for
severe-weather parameters from three different
high-resolution ensembles, and comparison of
calibrated severe-weather guidance products from
NCEP’s convection-parameterizing Short-Range
Ensemble Forecast system (SREF - Du et al.
2009), and the SPC’s convection-allowing StormScale Ensemble of Opportunity (SSEO – Jirak et al
2012a).
For the first time in a SFE, a significant
comparison of observational systems was included
in subjective evaluations during SFE12. This
comparison involved observing platforms for
severe-weather forecasting applications, including
a microwave radiometer (MWR) developed by
Radiometrics Corporation and a radiosonde
system developed by InterMet Systems. The goals
were
to
1)
compare
lower-tropospheric
temperature and humidity profiles retrieved by the
MWR to in-situ radiosonde measurements and 2)
compare full-tropospheric thermodynamic and wind
measurements from the InterMet system to the
Vaisala RS-92 radiosonde system that is widely
used for research, and (when available) to the
Sippecan radiosonde system that is used
operationally by the National Weather Service
(NWS). In addition, the radiosonde profiles were
used to evaluate five planetary boundary layer
(PBL) parameterizations available in the WRF
model, focusing on the ability of the observing
systems and the WRF PBL schemes to depict the
growth of the convective PBL within regimes of
moisture return and moist-convective PBLs prior to
convective development.
The purpose of this paper is to provide a highlevel overview of SFE12 and document the
datasets and collaborators that were important
components of the experiment. Further details
about individual elements and preliminary results
from the experiment will be provided in other
presentations and papers from the 2012 AMS
Severe Local Storms Conference.

Annual NOAA/Hazardous Weather Testbed
(HWT) Spring Forecasting Experiments (SFEs) are
organized by the NOAA/OAR/National Severe
Storms
Laboratory
(NSSL)
and
NOAA/NWS/NCEP/Storm Prediction Center (SPC).
These experiments are designed to accelerate the
transfer of promising new tools from research to
operations and inspire new initiatives for
operationally relevant research using a paradigm
based on a combination of systematic
experimental forecasting activities and evaluation
of both raw and post-processed numerical model
output. During the 2012 SFE (hereafter SFE12),
conducted 7 May through 8 June, several new
activities/emphases were introduced, revealing
new insights and avenues for innovative research
and development.
Experimental forecasting activities were similar
to those of recent years but with a new emphasis
on temporal trends and variability – and separate,
but overlapping “operational” and “development”
initiatives for forecast improvement that have nearterm and longer-range prospects for operational
implementation, respectively.
The operational
component focused on new forecasting strategies
for severe convective weather, including an
innovative automated technique that used
numerical guidance from a high resolution
ensemble to add enhanced temporal resolution to
longer-period
probabilistic
SPC
Convective
Outlooks, creating a series of consecutive 4-h
outlooks. The development component explored
issues related to convection initiation (CI),
including challenges associated with both timing
and location of first storms in a limited forecast
domain and issues related to timing of potential
societal impacts (e.g., severe convection).
Model-based evaluation activities that were
new for 2012 included 1) a more detailed and
thorough
comparison
of
sensitivities
to
microphysical parameterizations in the WRF model
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2. PARTICIPANTS AND DAILY ACTIVITIES

group participation except for experimental
forecasting, for which visitors were randomly
assigned to CI or Severe forecasting teams each
day. Our goal was to have no more than 3-4
external visitors on any forecast team as a way of
ensuring that each visitor was actively engaged in
all activities. Both the CI and Severe forecast
teams were led by experienced SPC forecasters
every day.

A group of approximately 10 NSSL scientists
and SPC forecasters/scientists was responsible for
conducting daily operations during the 5-week
period of SFE12.
Groups of 8-10 visitors
participated in daily activities (Table 1) for one
week (M-F) at a time.
These groups were
designed to have diverse representation from the
scientific and operational-forecasting communities
(Table 2). All activities were conducted with full-

Time
08000915
09151000
10001200
12001300
13001330
13301600

Activity
Review of previous day/overnight convective activity, Evaluation of previous day
experimental forecast products
Manual analysis of Day 1 large-scale conditions, concluding with group discussion
Break up into “CI” and “Severe” Forecast Teams, with external visitors randomly
assigned to different teams
Lunch/preparation for public briefing
Public briefing
Consolidate teams, begin afternoon evaluation activities

Table 1: Summary of daily activities for SFE12
Category

Number of Participants
on a given day
Operational SPC Forecasters
1-2
Operational WFO Forecasters
1-2
NSSL Scientists
1-2
Other NOAA/NASA Scientists
1-2
International Scientists/Forecasters
1-2
And Private Industry
Academia
1-2
Table 2: Guidelines for participant representation during SFE12

3. DATA

configuration of this system, locally known as the
Storm Scale Ensemble Forecast (SSEF) system,
was designed in a collaborative effort by scientists
and forecasters at the University of Oklahoma
(OU) Center for Analysis and Prediction of Storms
(CAPS), the SPC, and NSSL. Most of the SSEF
members used the WRF-ARW dynamic core
(Skamarock et al. 2008. Additional members
used the WRF-NMM dynamic core (Janjic 2003),
the ARPS model (Xue et al. 2001), and the
COAMPS model (Chen et al. 2003).
All members used the 0000 UTC analysis

3.1. Experimental Numerical Forecast Systems
3.1.1 CAPS Storm Scale Ensemble Forecast
(SSEF) System
As in recent years, the cornerstone of the
experimental model guidance for SFE12 was a
CONUS-scale high-resolution ensemble forecast
system with 4-km grid spacing, 51 vertical levels,
and no parameterized convection.
The
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from the North American Mesoscale (NAM) model
(Rogers et al. 2009) as a first-guess field in the
initialization process. In some of the WRF-ARW
members initial and lateral-boundary conditions
(IC/LBCs)
were
varied
by
introducing
perturbations derived from the operational SREF
modeling system. In this subset of perturbed
members, model physical parameterizations also
varied from member to member. In another
subset of WRF-ARW members, IC/LBCs were not
perturbed, but model physical parameterizations
were systematically varied from member to
member so that sensitivities to physical
parameterization could be evaluated over the
course of the experiment. The members of this
subset were collectively referred to as the
“physics members”, comprised of one group with
varying microphysical parameterizations (“the MP
members”) and another group in which the
parameterization of turbulent mixing varied
according to member (“the PBL members”). In a
third subset mesoscale perturbations were
introduced using stochastic kinetic energy
backscatter perturbations (i.e., the SKEB
members – see Shutts 2005). Finally, storm-scale
perturbations were introduced into the initial
conditions of all but one member using the CAPS
3DVAR/ARPS Cloud analysis scheme (Xue et al.
2003, 2008; Gao et al. 2004; Kong et al. 2008),
which utilized WSR-88D radar reflectivity and
radial velocity, along with available surface and
upper air observations. Details of the SSEF
configuration are summarized in Table 3.
Execution of the SSEF was controlled by
CAPS, using computer resources at the University
of Tennessee National Institute for Computational
Sciences (NICS) and at the University of
Oklahoma. Real-time, 36-h forecast output was
available at hourly intervals (with higher time
frequency output for a limited selection of 2D
fields) before 1200 UTC each day. A detailed
description of the SSEF modeling system and
logistics
for
real-time
integrations
and
dissemination are available at here.
3.1.2 SPC Storm
Opportunity (SSEO)

Scale

Ensemble

fields are used to produce probabilistic guidance
for severe weather. Member specifications are
provided in Table 4. Members marked with “-12h”
in the Model column are 12h time-lagged
members, initialized 12h earlier than the other
members. All members are initialized with a “coldstart” from the operational NAM – i.e., no radar
data assimilation or cloud model is used to
produce ICs.
3.1.3 Air Force Weather Agency (AFWA) 4-km
ensemble
The Air Force Weather Agency (AFWA)
provided output from a recently implemented realtime 10-member 4-km WRF-ARW ensemble
(McCormick et al. 2012).
Forecasts were
initialized at 0000 UTC using 6 or 12 hour
forecasts from four global models. Diversity in the
AFWA ensemble was achieved through IC/LBCs
from the different global models and varied
microphysics
and
boundary
layer
parameterizations.
AFWA ensemble member
specifications are provided in Table 5.
3.1.4 NSSL-WRF Model
Forecasters from the SPC and throughout the
National Weather Service have used output from
the experimental 4 km WRF-ARW produced by
NSSL since the fall of 2006. This WRF model is
run twice daily at 00 and 12 UTC throughout the
year over a full CONUS domain with forecasts to
36 hrs (Kain et al 2010). Output is available
online here and here.
3.1.5 GSD High Resolution Rapid Refresh
(HRRR) Model
The experimental 3-km grid-spacing HRRR
model (Alexander et al. 2010) is nested within the
hourly development version of the 13 km Rapid
Refresh (RAP model), which provides IC/LBCs for
the HRRR. The HRRR uses a version of the
WRF-ARW with a physics package very similar to
the RUC model (Benjamin et al. 2004). A unique
aspect of the RAP is the hourly GSI data
assimilation system that incorporates a wide array
of observational datasets including radar
reflectivity via the radar-Diabatic Digital Filter
Initialization. The HRRR integration is run hourly
over a full CONUS domain with forecasts to 15
hrs. In 2012, at the initial time the simulated
HRRR reflectivity came from a 1-hr RAP forecast;
downscaling from the RAP 13 km grid to the
HRRR 3 km grid occurred very quickly during the
first hour.

of

The SSEO is a 7-member, convectionallowing ensemble consisting of deterministic
models available operationally to SPC (Table 4).
This “poor man’s ensemble” provides a practical
alternative to a formal/operational storm-scale
ensemble which will not be available in the nearterm because of computational/budget limitations.
As with the SSEF system, hourly maximum stormattribute fields, such as simulated reflectivity,
updraft helicity, and 10-m wind speed (Kain et al.
2010) are produced from the SSEO, and these
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Member

IC

BC

Microphy

LSM

PBL

arw_cn
arw_c0 (18h)
arw_m3
arw_m4
arw_m5
arw_m6
arw_m7
arw_m8
arw_m9
arw_m10
arw_m11
arw_m12
arw_m13
arw_m14
arw_m15
arw_m16
arw_m17
arw_m18
arw_m19*
arw_m20*
arw_m21*
arw_m22*
arw_m23*
nmm_cn

00Z ARPSa
00Z ARPSa
+ em-p1_pert
+ nmm-n2_pert
+ em-n2_pert
+ rsm-n2_pert
+ nmm-p1_pert
+ rsm-p1_pert
– etaKF-n1_pert
+ etaKF-p1_pert
– etaBMJ-n1_pert
00Z ARPSa
00Z ARPSa
00Z ARPSa
00Z ARPSa
00Z ARPSa
00Z ARPSa
00Z ARPSa
00Z ARPSa
+ em-p1_pert
– rsm-n2_pert
+ rsm-p1_pert
+ etaKF-p1_pert
00Z ARPSa

00Z NAMf
00Z NAMf
em-p1
nmm-n2
em-n2
rsm-n2
nmm-p1
rsm-p1
etaKF-n1
etaKF-p1
etaBMJ-n1
00Z NAMf
00Z NAMf
00Z NAMf
00Z NAMf
00Z NAMf
00Z NAMf
00Z NAMf
00Z NAMf
em-p1
rsm-n2
rsm-p1
etaKF-p1
00Z NAMf

Thompson
Thompson
Morrison
Morrison
Thompson
M-Y
WDM6
WDM6
M-Y
WDM6
M-Y
Thompson
Thompson
M-Y
Morrison
WDM6
Thompson
Thompson
Thompson
Morrison
M-Y
WDM6
WDM6
Ferrier+

Noah
Noah
RUC
Noah
Noah
RUC
Noah
RUC
RUC
Noah
Noah
Noah
Noah
Noah
Noah
Noah
Noah
Noah
Noah
RUC
RUC
RUC
Noah
Noah

MYJ
MYJ
YSU
MYJ
ACM2
ACM2
MYNN
MYJ
YSU
QNSE
MYNN
MYNN
ACM2
MYJ
MYJ
MYJ
QNSE
YSU
MYJ
YSU
ACM2
MYJ
QNSE
MYJ

arps_cn

00Z ARPSa

00Z NAMf

Lin

force-restore

force-restore

cmps_cn
cmps_c1
cmps_c0

00Z ARPSa
00Z ARPSa
00Z ARPSa

00Z NAMf
00Z NAMf
00Z NAMf

Hobbs-Rutledge
M-Y
Hobbs-Rutledge

?
?
?

?
?
?

Table 3 CAPS SSEF system configuration. For the WRF members, version 3.3.1 is used. NAMa
and NAMf refer to the NAM analysis and forecast, respectively (12-km grid-spacing). ARPSa refers
to ARPS 3DVAR and cloud analysis. Elements in the IC column followed by a + or – indicate
SREF member perturbations added to the control member ICs. All WRF members use RRTM
(Mlawer et al. 1997) short-wave radiation and Goddard (Chou and Suarez 1994) long-wave
radiation parameterizations. Boundary layer schemes include Mellor-Yamada-Janjic (MYJ; Janjic
1994), YonSei University (YSU; Noh et al. 2003), Mellor-Yamada Nakanishi and Niino (MYNN;
Nakanishi and Niino 2009), Quasi-Normal Scale Elimination (QNSE; Sukoriansky et al. 2006), and
the Asymmetrical Convective Model version 2 (ACM2; Pleim 2007). Microphysics schemes include
Thompson et al. (2008), WRF single-moment 6-class (WSM-6; Hong and Lim 2006), WRF doublemoment 6-class (WDM-6; Lim and Hong 2010), Ferrier et al. (2002), Milbrandt and Yau (2005),
and Morrison et al. (2005). Ferrier+ refers to an updated version of Ferrier et al. (2002). Landsurface models include the NOAH (Chen and Dudhia 2001), and RUC (Smirnova et al. 1997,
2000). Member names beginning with “cmp” use the Navy COAMPS modeling system. Redshaded members names denote “core” members. Grey shaded table cells denote “physics
members”. Pink shaded cells denote SKEB perturbation members.
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Member #

Model

sseo01

WRF-ARW
Hi-Res Window
WRF-ARW
Hi-Res Window
WRF-ARW -12h
CONUS WRFNMM
Hi-Res Window
WRF-NMM
Hi-Res Window
WRF-NMM -12h
NMMB Nest

sseo02
sseo03
sseo04
sseo05
sseo06
sseo07

Gridspacing
4-km
5.15-km
5.15-km
4-km
4-km
4-km
4-km

Agency

PBL

Microphysics

LSM

NSSL

MYJ

WSM6

Noah

NCEP/EMC

YSU

WSM3

Noah

NCEP/EMC

YSU

WSM3

Noah

NCEP/EMC

MYJ

Ferrier

Noah

NCEP/EMC

MYJ

Ferrier

Noah

NCEP/EMC

MYJ

Ferrier

Noah

NCEP/EMC

MYJ

Ferrier+

Noah

Table 4. SSEO member specifications.

Member #

ICs/LBCs

LSM

afwa01
afwa02
afwa03
afwa04
afwa05
afwa06
afwa07
afwa08
afwa09
afwa10

18Z UKMET
18Z GFS
12Z GEM
12Z NOGAPS
18Z UKMET
18Z GFS
12Z GEM
12Z NOGAPS
18Z UKMET
18Z GFS

Noah
RUC
Noah
Noah
RUC
Noah
Noah
Noah
RUC
Noah

Microphysics
WSM5
Goddard
Ferrier
Thompson
Thompson
Thompson
Goddard
WSM5
Ferrier
WSM5

PBL
YSU
MYJ
QNSE
MYJ
MYJ
QNSE
YSU
QNSE
QNSE
YSU

Table 5. AFWA ensemble member specifications.
microwave radiometer (MWR, model MP-3000) to
researchers at NSSL and OU for evaluation
through September 2012. The MWR operates
from the roof of the National Weather Center, in
which the HWT is located. The HWT/SFE is
interested in the capability of the MWR to retrieve
vertical profiles of temperature and water vapor
for severe weather forecasting applications. A
MWR measures the radiation emitted/transmitted
by the atmosphere near frequencies sensitive to
water vapor and oxygen (Fig. 1). The more
opaque channels (i.e., where the atmosphere has
a larger optical depth) measure near-surface
conditions while the more transparent channels
measure conditions higher in the troposphere
(Otkin et al. 2011).

3.2 Experimental Observing Systems
Experimental observing systems included a
passive microwave radiometer and a GPS-based
radiosonde system. Along with an evaluation of
the observing systems, datasets from these
systems provided observations for the continuing
evaluation
of
five
turbulent
mixing
parameterization options in the SSEF physics
members (MYJ, YSU, MYNN, ACM2, and QNSE)
that began in SFE11.
3.2.1 Passive Microwave Radiometer
Radiometrics,

Inc..

loaned

a

passive
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A MWR is able to obtain
radiance observations in
most
atmospheric
conditions,
except
in
precipitation,
as
the
measurements
are
essentially insensitive to
clouds.
The radiance
measurements are then
“inverted” using statistical or
physical retrieval algorithms
to obtain temperature and
water vapor profiles. The
retrievals can be obtained at
relatively high
temporal
resolution, with the MP-3000
providing
profiles
approximately
every
5
minutes (Fig. 2). Accurate,
high
temporal
Fig. 1. Water vapor and oxygen absorption lines and their summed optical
measurements
of
the
depth, along with the bands used by the Radiometrics MWR to measure water
temperature and humidity
vapor and temperature in the atmosphere.
profiles could be beneficial
for
severe
weather
resolution is limited. Specifically, depending on
forecasting.
However, the spatial (vertical)

Fig. 2. An example of 5-minute thermodynamic data from the MP-3000 microwave radiometer,
plotted in time-series format.
.
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Fig. 3. SkewT diagram of the NWC MWR profile valid 2350 UTC 20 March 2012 (red lines) and the
profiles valid one and two-hours previous (green and yellow lines, respectively), the 24 h forecast for
Norman from the control member of the SSEF (blue lines), and the NWS radiosonde observation
valid at 0000 UTC 21 March 2012 (black lines). The horizontal lines to the right of the temperature
traces show the diagnosed height of the PBL using a version of the RUC algorithm.

Fig. 4. 23 h forecasts from the five SSEF members that vary only by PBL scheme compared against
the NWS radiosonde observation released at ~2300 UTC 3 May 2012 (black line). Horizontal lines on
the right of the diagram are as in Fig. 3..
the scanning strategy and the retrieval algorithm,
a MWR can only attain 2 or 3 independent pieces
of information in the water vapor profile and only 2
– 4 pieces in the temperature profile in the lower
troposphere (Löhnert et al. 2009). Of course, the
detailed vertical structure of the temperature and
humidity profiles is also important to know, but
given the limitations in retrieving the vertical
structure of the profiles, it remains to be seen how
useful the MWR-derived profiles can be for severe
weather forecasting. Instantaneous MWR-derived
profiles were compared to radiosonde data on a
daily basis during SFE12, focusing on the lower
troposphere as shown in Fig. 3.

radiosonde ground stations to be competitively
marketed compared to the Vaisala RS-92 system,
the gold standard for research applications (Nash
et al. 2005). One such system (sonde and ground
station) by InterMet Systems was purchased by
NSSL two years ago for evaluation. InterMet uses
a proprietary sonde costing about the same as
Vaisala’s RS92, but the ground station system can
be considerably less expensive. Two different
options for the InterMet ground system were used
in comparisons with the complete Vaisala RS92
sonde system during SFE12. NSSL is interested
in the potential cost savings offered by the
InterMet systems, provided that the observations
are comparable to the Vaisala measurements.
On selected days during SFE12, i.e., days
when a convective boundary layer was expected
to develop and especially when deep convection
was expected in Oklahoma later in the afternoon,

3.2.2 GPS radiosonde system
Recent technology advances have allowed
alternative
radiosondes
and
lower-cost
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teams of volunteers launched both the InterMet
and Vaisala sondes attached to the same balloon
from outside the National Weather Center. The
sondes were launched approximately every three
hours (1400, 1700, and 2000 UTC nominally) and
served three purposes, to 1) evaluate the
performance of the InterMet sondes and the two
different ground receiver options, 2) provide in situ
observations of temperature and water vapor
mixing ratio to compare to the MWR profiles, and
3) provide verifying observations for WRF-ARW
forecasts of the temperature and moisture profile
from the five PBL members of the SSEF at the
grid point closest to Norman (e.g., Fig. 4).

within this period.
In particular, identically
formatted outlooks for 20-00, 00-04, and 04-12
UTC were also generated by 1700 UTC.
The full period (16-12 UTC) experimental
probabilistic outlook was also used to test the
utility of an experimental calibrated temporal
disaggregation procedure that automatically
breaks down longer-period spatial probabilities
into subset-time-period components (Fig. 5)
based on calibrated numerical guidance from the
SPC’s SSEO (Jirak et al. 2012a). This automated
procedure was used to generate a second set of
20-00, 00-04, and 04-12 UTC outlooks, which
were compared directly to the manual forecasts
and observations of severe weather the following
morning.
The purpose of this exercise was to determine
whether the automated, shorter-time-period
forecasts were comparable in skill to the
corresponding manual forecasts.
If so, this
process might have utility in operations, allowing
some level of automation to be introduced to
produce multiple forecast graphics and enhanced
temporal resolution from a single well established,
widely used, skillful, manually-generated SPC
Outlook product. These automated, temporally
focused graphics could be modified manually,
providing a useful first draft of a final product and
helping to satisfy anticipated needs for increased
temporal specificity while minimizing additional
workload.

4. EXPERIMENTAL FORECASTS
Each morning during SFE12 forecast teams
utilized the full range of experimental and
operational datasets to manually prepare
experimental forecast products.
4.1 Severe Convection
The first task of the Severe forecast team was
to prepare a product similar to the 1630 UTC SPC
Day-1 Convective Outlook.
Specifically, this
product contained a prediction for the probability
of severe convective weather (i.e., hail, wind, and
tornado) within 25 miles of a point and it was
issued by 1600 UTC and was valid between 1600
and 1200 UTC the following day. Unlike the
CONUS-scale operational SPC Outlooks, this
experimental product focused on a regional
domain, centered on the mesoscale area of
greatest threat for severe convection on a given
day, and it did not discriminate between the hail,
wind, and tornado threats. Additional probabilistic
forecasts were prepared for shorter time windows

4.2 Convection initiation
Similar to the severe-convection counterpart,
the CI forecasting process began with
identification of a regional domain within which
deep convection was anticipated later in the day
(e.g., the area outlined by the brown rectangle in

Fig. 5. A conceptual representation of the automated temporal disaggregation of probabilistic convective
outlooks. Dots indicate locations of severe hail (green), wind (blue), and tornado reports during the valid time
periods.
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a

Fig. 6. The two components of the experimental CI
forecast product. a) spatial probabilities (probability
of convection within 20 km of any point) over a 4-h
time period. The green shaded area is the focus area
for CI timing forecasts, within which the teamconsensus most likely CI time (+/- 0.5 h) and location
are indicated; b) the probabilistic CI timing forecast,
overlaid with a histogram representing the
distribution of timing in CAPS ensemble members
(used as guidance for the forecast) and a marker
indicating the initiation time that was observed on
this day.

b

Fig. 6a). This process also included an element
that was directly analogous to an operational SPC
product, in this case the SPC Thunderstorm
Outlook.
Specifically, like the Thunderstorm
Outlook, the experimental forecasts contained
probability contours indicating the likelihood of a
thunderstorm(s) within 20 km of a point during a
specified time period. The contour levels were
10%, 40%, and 70% (e.g., Fig. 6) and the time
periods were 16-20, 20-00, and 00-04 UTC.
In addition, there was a more refined

emphasis on the timing of CI, designed to target
initiation associated with a specific forcing
mechanism. For this component, a limited subdomain was selected within the larger regional
domain, with the goal of isolating an anticipated
specific CI episode from any nearby convection
that was pre-existing and/or associated with a
different forcing mechanism. The sub-domain
was clearly identified on the experimental forecast
graphic that was valid during the time period
within which the targeted CI episode was

9

expected to occur. The CI forecast team came to
consensus on 1) the most likely time (hourly
interval) and location of CI, 2) the overall
probability that the targeted CI episode would
occur, and 3) an estimate of uncertainty in the
timing, given the occurrence of the episode. The
consensus location and hour were indicated on
the forecast graphic with an “X” and time (labeled
as the midpoint of the hour), respectively (Fig. 6a).
Uncertainty information was indicated on a
separate graphic, using a web-based interactive
display (Fig. 6b). This display allowed the CI
forecast team to create a temporal probability
distribution
by simply
dragging
markers
associated with each forecast hour to graphical
positions representing the relative likelihood of CI
at individual hours. It included a normalization
function that adjusted the total area represented
by the hourly probabilities based on the overall
likelihood of the CI episode, while maintaining
relative hourly amplitudes.
The ten core members of the CAPS ensemble
were used to provide specific numerical guidance
for the temporal probability forecasts. Specifically,
using the automated CI-detection algorithm
described in Kain et al. (2013) and Clark et al.
(2012a), a histogram of predicted CI timing was
generated by searching for the first-CI event in
each member within the forecast sub-domain and
within +/- 5 h of the preliminarily forecasted CI
time (e.g., Fig. 6b)

analysis of sensitivities to microphysical
parameterization (MP).
Clark et al. (2012b)
diagnosed the properties, propagation speeds,
etc. of precipitation features predicted during
SFE12 as a function of MP, but the sensitivity of
output fields such as simulated reflectivity and
brightness temperature to MP, which was
assessed on a daily basis during SFE12, is not
reported elsewhere.
This results section
highlights some of the sensitivities that were noted
during those daily assessments.
5.1.1.1 Simulated Reflectivity Algorithm
Before the start of SFE12, organizers worked
with developers of the Thompson (Thompson et
al. 2008), Morrison (Morrison et al. 2005), and
WDM6 (Lim and Hong 2010) MPs to formulate
simulated-reflectivity
algorithms
that
were
uniquely designed for these three double-moment
MPs.
Earlier experiments had used the
formulation described in Kain et al. (2008), which
is appropriate for the WSM6 MP (Hong et al.
2004) but inadequate in accounting for the unique
parameter settings, size distributions, and
assumptions that are prescribed in different MPs
in the WRF model. Simulated reflectivity fields
derived from the “new” and “old” methods were
compared to observations on a daily basis and the
impact of the change was clearly evident, more so
with some MPs than with others. For example, a
snapshot of composite reflectivity from 27-h
forecasts valid 0300 UTC 31 May suggests that
the character of differences between the “new”
and “old” output fields varies from one MP to
another (Fig. 7). One can compare these output
fields for different times and dates by clicking
here. During SFE12, the old calculation was used
only for quick comparisons like those enabled by
Fig. 7. The new MP-specific calculations were
used for most purposes and they will be used
exclusively from this point forward in this
summary.

5. RESULTS
5.1 Overview
Many results from SFE12 are reported
elsewhere and will not be reproduced here. For
example, Jirak et al. (2012b) discuss the
experimental severe-convection forecasts and
evaluate the utility of the temporal disaggregation
approach; Miller et al. (2012) and Marsh et al.
(2012) discuss the CI forecasts and a preliminary
assessment of the skill of these forecasts;
Coniglio et al. (2012) report preliminary results
from comparisons of different sonde systems and
vertical profiles derived from microwave
radiometers while Coniglio et al. (2013)
demonstrate PBL-scheme sensitivities in forecastsounding profiles; Jirak et al. (2012a) suggest that
the SSEO was at least as skillful as the more
formally constructed SSEF and AFWA ensemble
systems during SFE12; Melick et al. (2012)
discuss objective verification strategies and
results.

5.1.1.2 Simulated Composite Reflectivity
The sensitivity of composite reflectivity
(CREF) to MP was quite revealing (Fig. 8). For
example, the hourly-maximum (maximum value at
each grid point during the preceding hour –
hereafter HM) CREF field from the M-Y MP
tended to produce the highest coverage of very
high reflectivity values (> 60 dBZ), the Morrison
scheme often produced relatively large areas of
moderately high (35-45 dBZ) values and fewer
very high values than the others. The HM-CREF
fields associated with the Thompson and WDM6
schemes were not so easy to characterize in
terms of systematic biases. These fields can be
compared for additional dates and times here.

5.1.1 Sensitivities related to Microphysical
Parameterization.
There

has

been

comparatively

little

formal
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Thompson
Old dBZ

a

Thompson
New dBZ

b

WDM6
Old dBZ

c

WDM6
New dBZ

d

Morrison
Old dBZ

e

Morrison
New dBZ

f

Fig. 7. Comparative example of simulated reflectivity fields derived from the “old” (Kain et al. 2008)
reflectivity calculation (left side) and the new, MP-consistent calculation (right side) for the Thompson (a, b),
WDM6 (c, d), and Morrison (e, f) MPs.
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Thompson
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Milbrandt-Yao

b

WDM6

c

Morrison

d

Observations

e

Fig. 8. Example of differences in simulated HM-CREF (see text) as a function of MP, showing a) Thompson, b)
Mibrandt-Yau, c) WDM6, d) Morrison, and e) observed HM-CREF.
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5.1.1.3 Simulated Reflectivity at -10º C

Thompson MP with unique PBL schemes (i.e., the
PBL members) while the other three used the
Morrison, M-Y, and WDM6 MPs but were
identically configured otherwise. As expected, the
distributions of simulated reflectivity varied
significantly as a function of MP. For example, for
the 24-h period starting1200 UTC on 25 May
2012, all of the PBL/Thompson members
produced a distinctive peak in frequency between
about 15-20 dBZ, in rough agreement with a peak
in observations. This was true from both a lowlevel (Fig. 10a) and column-maximum (composite
- Fig. 10b) perspective. These members also
produced a discernible secondary peak between
about 40 and 45 dBZ, but with no obvious
observational counterpart in that range.
In
contrast, none of the other MPs seemed to
produce this higher-reflectivity secondary peak.
The Morrison scheme produced a broader lowerreflectivity peak than did the PBL/Thompson
members and there were hints of this peak in the
WDM6 distribution, but the M-Y distribution was
closer to one of exponential decay as dBZ
increased. In terms of distribution amplitude (a
measure of areal coverage) the simulated values
were significantly higher than observed in almost
all bins. This is consistent with the high coverage
bias that was noted above for the 35 dBZ
threshold of the HM-MTR. Additional reflectivity
histograms can be explored by clicking here

Simulated reflectivity fields at the -10º C
temperature level (hereafter MTR) were compared
every day as well because grid-point values
greater than or equal to 35 dBZ were used as
proxies for convectively-active (CA) grid points.
The same concept was applied to observed
reflectivity fields (see Roberts and Rutledge 2003;
Mecikalski and Bedka 2006; Gremillion and Orville
1999). Figure 9 provides an example of HM-MTR
fields associated with the MP schemes discussed
above. In the context of the CA diagnosis that
was a fundamental part of the CI component of
SFE12, the HM-MTR field provides a quick visual
assessment of points that were CA during the
preceding hour (the yellow and “hotter” colors).
Although it is not quantitatively evident from figure
9, each of the MPs tended to over-predict the
coverage of MTR exceeding 35 dBZ, and thus the
coverage of CA. Coverage-bias statistics for
diagnosed CA points, computed over “severe”
forecast domains and aggregated for the last 20
days of the experiment indicated that bias ranged
from 1.8 (Thompson scheme) to 4.1 (Morrison
scheme). This high bias had consequences for
the CI component of SFE12. Specifically, as
discussed in Miller (2013), probabilistic numerical
guidance for CA coverage was inflated, and this
may have had a detrimental impact on guidance
products for CI as well (see Miller et al. 2012).
Aside from the coverage of MTR ≥ 35 dBZ,
participants in SFE12 noted that the Thompson
MP typically produced the highest HM-MTR
values for a given event. These sensitivities can
be explored for other dates and times here.

5.1.1.5 Simulated Satellite Imagery
Another aspect of the daily assessment of MP
sensitivities involved simulated satellite imagery,
specifically infrared brightness temperature (see
Bikos et al. 2012). As with reflectivity, this
assessment indicated a strong sensitivity to MP.
As is the case in the example shown in Figure 11,
the M-Y MP typically produced more extensive,
colder cloud shields than the other three MPs,
while WDM6 was often associated with the
smallest areal coverage of brightness-temperature
less than 211 K (green color-fill) and more spotty
coverage than the other MPs. By comparison the
Thompson and Morrison MPs tended to produce
brightness-temperature
fields
with
similar
coverage and general appearance.
During
SFE12, it was noted that these implied differences
in cloud coverage/opacity were associated with
differences in temperature of the land surface and
the lower troposphere, apparently due to cloud
radiative impacts. Clearly, these differences could
have significant impacts on the evolution of
convective systems and subsequent convective
development at a given location. These fields can
be explored for other dates and times here.

5.1.1.4 Simulated Reflectivity Histograms
After examining simulated reflectivity fields
from different perspectives during the first couple
of weeks during SFE12, it became evident that
the various MPs have systematic differences in
the way that they distribute reflectivity values
across the spectrum of possible values. During
the remainder of the experiment this aspect of the
MP sensitivity was explored by creating
histograms of simulated (and observed) reflectivity
values each day.
These histograms were
populated by counting the occurrence of
reflectivity values in each 2-dBZ bin over the
range of 0 – 80 dBZ aggregated from grid points
over the entire forecast-output domain, the 1200 1200 UTC period (12-36 h forecast period for the
models), and hourly snapshots.
They were
created for each of the physics members of the
CAPS ensemble, four of which used the

,
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Fig. 9. As in Fig. 8, but for the simulated and observed HM-MTR fields (see text).
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a

Low-level reflectivity

b

Composite reflectivity

Thompson
Thompson
M-Y
Morrison
WDM6
Thompson
Thompson

Thompson
Thompson
M-Y
Morrison
WDM6
Thompson
Thompson

Fig. 10. Examples of reflectivity histograms as a function of microphysical parameterization for the
Physics members of the CAPS ensemble. The curves represent the grid-point count in each 2-dBZ
reflectivity bin, derived from the 24-h forecast/observation period starting at 1200 UTC on 25 May 2012,
based on hourly snapshots and including all grid points in the full CAPS output domain.
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Fig. 11. As in Fig. 8, but for the simulated and observed IR brightness temperature.
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6. SUMMARY
SFE12 was a multi-faceted experiment that
brought together operational forecasters, scientific
researchers, academics, and private sector
meteorologists. Daily activities revolved around
experimental
forecasting
exercises
and
systematic evaluation of new numerical guidance
products and observational systems. Some of the
experimental approaches were in the last stages
of testing before operational implementation while
others were in the early stages of development.
An important result of the experiment was that it
facilitated the migration of new strategies and
guidance products from research to operations
(R2O) and it helped to identify many areas where
further research is needed (O2R). To give a few
examples, on the forecasting side, the skillful
performance of the SSEO was documented,
providing compelling justification for its transition
to forecasting operations at the SPC; on the
research side, the relatively inexpensive InterMet
sounding system was found to be suitable for
future field experiments planned by NSSL and
elsewhere, and an examination of sensitivities to
MPs in CAMs highlighted many important
sensitivities and areas where more research is
needed. Thus, the HWT SFE continues to make
a unique contribution to the meteorological
community by promoting broad collaboration and
important advances in operationally relevant
research and scientifically informed forecasting
operations.

production of the ensemble forecasts, including
Yunheng Wang, Keith Brewster, Jidong Gao, and
Xuguang Wang
Greg
Thompson
(NCAR)
provided
supplemental code for the WRF model and
valuable insight that helped us compute simulated
reflectivity from the different MP schemes in WRF
properly. Hugh Morrison (NCAR), Jimy Dudhia
(NCAR), Song-You Hong (Yonsei University), and
Kyo-Sun Lim (Yonsei University) also contributed
to this process.
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